**Bang The Drum All Day (Int.)**
Intermediate Majorette
1-8 Bounce, 3 little whips, 1 big whip, 1-4 pose 5-8 pause, 1-8 bang on the drum cont. 1-4 bang on the drum move rt. 1-4, 1-8 pose, lash left to right 1-4, toss right to left 1-4, 1-8 whip left behind head, whip right, splice down, flash one turn 1-4, shuffles (arms side to side), two times circle funky thing, big circle to side, Indian club, march pose, baton twist, twist, shoulder up, shoulder down, little twirl to side, flash, body splice down, dead stick down, repeat (A part) vertical push through, baton up/down, butterfly, flash 1-4 down, bow 1-4, repeat (A part), head loop, down in V, leap, one turn 5-8, head scratcher, whip behind head, whip under leg, switch pass under leg, little flip to back, pose in/ out 1-4 kick, flick, repeat #3 set of 8, repeat 4-6 sets of 8 (stop at one turn) Repeat 1st set of A’s, repeat 1st set of B’s, repeat 2nd set of A’s (substitute regular bow for high toss bow) repeat 2nd set of B’s.

**Beggin’ on Your Knees (Beg.)**
Beginner Majorette
1-16 Whip section, Circle back 1-4, lay back 5-8, pop Rt. Knee in and point to floor, 1-4 box toss down to knees, neck wrap, crawling like a centipede, lean R baton behind head toward left 1-4, double loop to right baton tucks under Rt arm. 5-8, body fan 1-4, up on knees, 3 times wave 5-8, stand up circle back 1-4, dead stick, pose 5-8, chase right double hand spin 1-4, chase left double hand spin 5-8, tilt foot, tilt back, left to right tilt, flash down, pass to back down, little twirl, butterfly, cross walks, head scratcher, 1st 3 sets of 8 repeat (no lay back) repeat 4-11 sets of 8.

**Proud Mary (Adv. 2-3 Baton)**
Intermediate/Advanced Two and Three Baton
1-2 Group one back hand with a flash, 3-4 group two back hand with flash, 1-4 shimmy shake up tall in high V, 1-8 flourish to side, to front and around to the back, 1-8 high toss pass above head, arm pit, 1-8 turn to the back shimmy layback, come around to the front, fingers 1-2 2-1 as you dance, Group A roly arm trick, Group B roly arm trick, Repeat A/B part from opening, 1-2 3-4, Taffy poles, pick up third baton with a roll on the floor, Tick tocks (juggles) walk, walk with shimmy’s, showers end with a one spin catch, showers into box three baton trick pose, whip up with back scratcher, high stack three baton trick. Pose with batons in X 😊

**Till The World Ends (Beg)**
Pose, standing up, baton on ground, head down, hold 1-2, right up to shoulder, open 5-7, hands down to ground 8, down on the right knee 1-2, arms out 3-4, cross, right cross left, 5-6, hand roll 7-8, knees in roll 1-2, hands on shoulder, 3-4, open, 5-8 grab baton, 1-2 jump on feet 3-4, up 5-6 point around with left with right toe popped, 7-8, Group A- flash front, rainbow back, flash front head scratch, Group B repeat, Group A flash 1-2 neck wrap 3-4 reverse figure 8 to top pass 5-6, shake 7-8, Group B repeat, Group A high V 1-2, ball change 3-4 snap left arm pivot turn 5, turn
6, pivot left 7, high V 8 (Group B starts 3-4, end 1-2, 3-8 right /left hip shake, everyone swing front 1-2 swing back 3-4, swing front 5-6, turn left side small loops 7-8, big swing to front 1-2, little loop to back 3-4, big loop 5-6 grab other end 7-8, big swing to front 1-2, little loop to back 3-4, bog loop 5-6, grab other end 7-, step right, point left push up 1-2, cross left, touch right baton goes on neck, 3-4, neck wrap pop toe to corner in T, to corner 7-8, Push down 1-2, arms straight up 3-4, pivot turn w/ swinging flat under over 5-6, pivot turn to back corner while swinging flat 7-8, flake pass right toe popped 1-2, grab left toe popped 3-4, rock box 5-6, tuck back 7-8, repeat- group A flash, group B flash, Group A repeat neck wrap, Group B repeat neck wrap, Group A and B high V section, repeat swing section 2 8 counts, pose, grab other tip, shoot arms up, right leg out, head back.

She Hot (Beg)
Beginner Majorette
1-4 In straight horizontal line with left hand on girl-in-front shoulder, nod 1-2, run to two lines 3-4, A twist 1 and 2, B twist 3 and 4, wave both arms around 5-6, pump 7-8, flash 1-2, hips 3, switch 4, step back left 5-6, step back and slice 7-8 Lindy right with flash 1-2, ball change 3-4, “hip-hop” slices 5-8, Flash 1-2, slice w/hips 3-4, thumb flip 5-8, Points 1-4, shoot R arm through 5-6, swing 5-6, tuck 7, shake 8 Repeat from first 8, Push baton down 1, take up 2, neck 3, shake and 4, run to straight line 5-6, throw right arm on 7.

On the Floor (Int)
Start in two lines, hold 1-2, jump up 3-4, pump chest on 5-8, slide swing loop right 1-2, pass 3, step Left 4, thumb flip catch Right 5-6, flash 7-8, one spin 1-2, catch 3, jump 4, Left hand 5, swing arm 6-7, pump chest and 8, can opener 1-2, back rainbow 3-6, look front 7-8, A-push through 1-2, swing 3, pass 4, bounce 5-8/B-start on 3-4, neck wrap 1-2, over 3-4, pass under knees 5-6, fist pump 7-8, chase flash 1-2, back flash 3-4, thumb flip catch behind back 5-6, flash pose 7-8. Hold 1-2 shoulder roll 3-4, thumb flip catch behind back 5-6, flash pose 7-8, hold 1-2 shoulder roll 3-4, change formation to triangle 5-8, swing section, swing section cont. 104, pass under fan kick 5-8, clean front 1-2, point down 3-4, walk forward 5-6, circle face 7, jump out 9, fingers right 1-2, front 3-4, back 5-6, jump out 7, pump 8, repeat from 2nd count to end.

Boom (Beg)
Beginner Majorette
Hold 1-4, look 5-6, nod 7-8, can opener 1-2, shoulder 3-4, step back 5-6, front 7-8, Lindy 1-4, pivot turn 5-8, Lindy left 1-4, pivot turn 5-8, flash thumb flip 1-4, pass under leg 5-6, up 7-8, shake booty 1-4, “big arms” 5-8, A-swing 1-4, tuck pass 5-6, shake 7-8, B-repeat, Ball change Left 1-2, pass up 3-4, “big X” flash 5-6, shoulders 7-8, rainbow 1-4, catch step across with flash 5-6, pose 7-8, repeat 3rd 8 count, repeat 4th 8 count, repeat 7th 8 count, repeat 8th 8 count, repeat
9<sup>th</sup> 8 count, repeat 10<sup>th</sup> 8 count, repeat 5<sup>th</sup> 8 count, body roll back 1-4, tilt right 5-6, flash 7-8, pose.

**Judas (Int)**
Intermediate Majorette
A’s hold 1-3, pose 4, B’s hold 5-7, pose 8, flash 1, snap 2, roll head 3-4, slice 5-6, slice 7-8, flash 1 spin 1-6, snap jump pose 7-8, elbow roll 1-2, push through 3-4, rainbow 5-8, back scratch 1-2, flash 3-4, shake 5-6, prep horizontal 7-8, above swing 1-2, under 3-4 neck-wrap 5-6, circle around 7-8, “twist” horizontal 1-6, clean horizontal prep 7-8, box toss 1-4, pose to side 5-8, circle around half T 1-2, dip down 3-4, up 5-6, taffy pose 7-8, swing 1-4, loop back 5-6, big swing 7-8, swings cont. 1-4, pass 5-6, out to horizontal 7-8, drop down 1-2, dip up 3-4, flash 5-6, jump pose 7-8, repeat from 3<sup>rd</sup> 8 count to end.

**Magnificent 7 (adv)**
Advanced Majorette
High toss fan kick, back scratcher, little Joe catch left, little Joe catch right, rainbow, back scratcher, flash two spin, pose 1-4, pose 5-8, thumb flip catch 1-2, pass to right 3-4, rainbow 5-6, swing 7-8, , toss open under right kick 1-4, pass flash back to right 5-8, pose 1-4, pose 5-8, fingers 1-8, fingers 1-4, back scratcher 5-6, big swing 7-8, pass around neck 1-2, pass back to right 3-4, big swing 5-6, loop 708, big swing 1-2, tuck 3-4, turn 5-8, box toss 1 spin, horizontal Lindy, leg wrap 1-4, waist wrap 5-8, horizontal fingers, horizontal fingers cont. 1-4, neck wrap 5-8, flash 1-2, double elbow 3-6, pass back to right 7-8, rainbow 1-4, tuck 5-6, pose 7-8, repeat from 1<sup>st</sup> 8 count to 12 8 count, toss of choice, pose.

**Check It Out (Int)**
Intermediate Majorette
A’s hold 1-2, look up 3-4, dig down 5-6, neck 7, up 8, B’s repeat, laffy –taffy to right hand 1-3, look down 5-6, pose to back 7-8, can opener 1-2, flash 3-4, big flash 5-6, shake 7-8, 1 spin 1-6, ball change back 7-8, hit waist 1-2, neck wrap 3-4, over under 5-7, shake and 8, flash front 1-2, back scratcher 3-4, flash 5-6, elbow roll 7-8, step touch 1-2, repeat 3-4, big flash 5-6, tuck to floor 7-8, A’s point 1-2, B’s point 3-4, bring right leg with little loop 5-6, jump big loop 7-8, tuck pass 1-2, flash 3-4, “funky foot” 5-6, ball change back 7-8, pose 1-2 pose on neck 3-4, “twist wrap” 5-8, neck wrap 1-2, box toss 3-8, shake 1-4, tuck and hide 5-8, Lindy, flash 1-2, dead stick up 3-4, flash and shake 5-8, swing 1-2, loop 3-4, big 5-6, big 7-8, big swing 1-2, tuck 3-4, rainbow 5-8, repeat from 5<sup>th</sup> 8 count to end.

**Run the World**
Intermediate Majorette
Hold 1-2, look 3-4, ball change 5-6, twist 7-8, A’s up 1-2, B’s up 3-4 pivot turn 5-8, flash 1-2, thumb flip catch left 3-4, pass up 5-6, shake 7-8, A’s ball change 1-2, up 3-4, dead stick down 5-6/B’s start on 3-4, pivot turn 1-4, box toss 5-8, horizontal Lindy 1-8, rainbow 1-4, flash 5-6, pose 7, shake 8, shoulder roll 1-4, slide two hand spin 5-6, pass to right 7-8, tuck opposites 1-4, hit neck poses on 5-8, clean 1-2, 1 spin 5-8, big swing 1-2, tuck pass 3-4 ball change 5-6, pose 7-8, pivot turn 1-2, pivot and switch to right hand 3-4, rainbow 5-8, flash 1-2, two hand spin 3-4, pass back 5-6, swing and tuck pass 7-8, fingers 1-8, pass under leg to right hand 1-2, flash 3-4, ball change 5-6, pose 7-8, repeat from 5th 8 count to end.

**Runaway Baby**

Advanced Majorette

Booty shake, snap feet, snap side, push point, Indiana club, slide out kick, slice push layback, Whips, horizontal pass, horizontal wind up/toss, roll down/catch, point kick, spin up, wrapped left arm, diagonal right slide, flash, switch with toss, pass horizontal, leg pop, horizontal toss/pray, ponytail hop, button hook, toss, catch under leg, hold, runaway move 1-4, flash 5-6, toss 7-8, high toss, illusion 1-4 catch, pass through turn, flip, last of flip section, spin half, toss right to left, back hand toss ballet jump left, flash double elbow roll, elbow fun roll 1-4, attitude leap 5-8, flash, two turn, catch, finger section, slide out, pick up baton 1-4, taffy pole lay back 5-8, flash, two turn, catch, finger section, slide out, pick up baton 1-4, taffy pull layback 5-8, lean, pass low, roll down, get rid of batons 1-2, finger wag “no” hand stand, left leg tuck under, fan kick, shake up with baton in hand, baton touches floor, kick baton, funk hand lean down, pick up baton up, up, REPEAT 2-7 sets of 8 (no pass horizontal) leg pop, finish 2-7 sets of 8, no horizontal pass, leg pop, shake shoulders move, wipe pose.

**This Instant**

Advanced Majorette

Pose facing the back- left hand up, right hand holding baton bent on shoulder, left foot out, Spin with, hands in ‘X’ above head, Slice layout to the back, Pass baton horizontally over head to left, Reverse illusion, Flash over head and burst passing to right, Around the world to left, Flash, 2 turn, Head scratcher, Flash leap passing baton to left under leap, Reverse illusion, Little Joe flip to left while moving, Backhand left catch left while arm swings over, Little Joe flip to back, Toss right lunge, arms go up to ‘V’ catch left, Turn to back and backhand catch left with leg popped, Little arm roll down and shake Toss fan kick catch right, Big loop to front, turn to back and taffy pull turn back to front and little pop flip in right Texas spin, Move with little Joe to left, Reverse Texas spin Pass over head, One spin catch back of head while falling to ground, Cat roll, Get on left knee and back shoulder/neck roll, Pass back to right under right leg, Stand up and slice out, Flash with
**All I Need**
Int. Majorette

Pose to back, arm in low “V”, left toe popped, Group A- turn to front 1,2, flash 3-4, figure 8’s 5-8
Group B repeat, 8- finger twirl series, 8- turn to back 1,2, front 3-4, hand roll up 5,6 left arm circle 7-8
Head scratcher 1,2, Neck wrap 3,4, reverse figure 8 5,6, grab above head arms tight 7,8, Head scratcher 1,2 rainbow 3,4 dead stick around 5,6 swing back 7,8, Can opener 1,2 figure 8 3, circle 4, head scratcher 5,6 arm wave 7, push left 8, Baton shoulder to shoulder with attitude 1,2 horizontal spin to left 3,4, hor. 5,6 drop catch 7,8, Horizontal box 1,2 toss 3,4 catch 5,6 slice 7,8, Turn to diagonal loop 1,2 kick 3,4 with baton looping under leg, waist wrap 5,6 catch left, hor. Spin 7,8 Hor. Box 1,2 toss 3,4 t- spin 5,6, up 7,8 Loops series, toss under leg catch 6, reverser figure 8 pass up head into “T” 7,8 Left hand up, right knee up, 1, lunge with opposite hands 2, dead stick spin 3,4 toss, 5,6, with arm loop flash into “T” 7-8
Push out with figure 8’s 1,2, cross left over left with figure 8’s 3,4, side to side 5,6, dead stick spin 7,8 Flash 1,2 toss 3,4, with arms coming down catch 5,6, sit spin 7,8 Lindys 1-8 Flash 1,2, toss turn 3,4, catch 5,6, slice 7-8 into pose, left knee popped, left hand on hip, right arm in “V” Repeat beginning at the head scratcher, neck wrap, reverse figure 8, grab above head arms tight-baton shoulder to shoulder with attitude, horizontal. Spin to left then final pose arms goes to left hip (across the body) right toe popped, left arm up.

**I've Gotta Feeling**
Beginner Majorette

Group A- Pose to back, arms “V”, right toe pointed, Figure 8 in right hand down with left hand up and right leg out, Figure 8 in right hand up with left hand down and left leg out, Head scratcher while turning to front, Slice down to bow, Slice up and pose in ‘V’, Group B Repeat, Group A 1-2 2 horizontal finger twirls with left pique 3-4 back through above head on toes 5-6 2 horizontal finger twirls with right pique 7-8 back through above head on toes 1-2 spin to back with 2 horizontal finger twirls 3-4 spin to front and go back through above head 5-8 slide to end of baton and neck wrap in left lunge 1-4 horizontal box 5-8 toss into slice 1-4 horizontal swing to front with right hip out 5-8 horizontal swing to back with right hip out, Slice, Group B Repeat, 1-2 flash step slide step, 3-4 ball change with double
hand spin around back pass to left, 5-6 step slide step to left with flash, 7-8 ball change pass back
to right around back
1-2 fan arms to front, 3-4 fan arms to back, 5-6 big loop to front, 7-8 little loop to back, 1-2 big
loop to front, 3-4 toss under right leg 5-6 elbow roll, 7-8 arm roll, 1-8 Chasse to partner with
baton behind back
1-4 arm roll together, 5-6 leg pass, 1-8 chasse back to spot, Group A and Group B repeat hor.
Finger twirl series together until slice, Group exchange 1-4, waist wrap 5-8, Everyone repeat flash
step slide step until arm roll, Group pose.

Think
Intermediate Majorette

Pose- right arm out, left arm up, right toe pointed to front until drum beat ends, Prissy steps with
swan then v leap with arms up, 1-2 Big loop to front, 3-4 Neck scratcher, 5-6 Big loop to front, 7-
8 Neck wrap
1-2 Little Joe to back, 3-8 Flash and pose on beat, 1-4 Flash one spin, 5-8 Little Joe with arms in
circle catch backhand, 1-4 Half back, 5-8 Blind, 1-8 Backhand one turn with flash, 1-2 Big loop
to front with burst, 3-4 Little loop to back on toes, 5-8 Wrist roll down to ‘V’ pose, 1-2 2 Vertical
Finger twirls with pique and left arm push out, 3-4 Back through on chasse, 5-8 Tour jete with
dead stick around
1-4 Flash one turn, 5-8 Flash with arms circling head and pose, 1-2 Big loop to front, 3-4 Little
loop around back to front, 5-6 Big loop to front, 7-8 Turn to back, grab both hands with baton
1-2 Toss with left around back catch with left in front, 3-8 Flash above head pose with right knee
up right arm out left arm up, 1-2 half back, 3-4 Turn to back with reverse loop, 5-6 Spin to back
and pull out
7-8 Lunge facing back with arms slicing back, 1-8 Stand up with arm pass, 1-8 Pose to front
Repeat flash one spin- flash above head pose with right knee popped to front and right arm
parallel to ground with left arm up, Turn to back- right back hand, Turn to front flash, fan kick
pass to left Turn to right side, arm pass- ending pose in that position.

We Are Who We Are

8- Texas spin/flash/one spin; 8- Texas spin/flash/one spin; 8- big loop, big loop, little loop to
back while leaning left (both hands), big loop, under elbow pop arm circle catch L. 8- pass flash
over head/ taffy pull to back/ flash double arm roll/slice R hip forward/slice jump 8- swing down
to low V in back/slice to low V in front/high V/low V/push L with L/ spin with L hand up. 8-
snap down with L, slice L to R, reverse L arm circle, flash 8- 1 spin, chasse ball change. 8- hand
flick R to L with L, flash lean L, sit flash to back
8- one partner pose other partner toss in front of body. 8- partner who posed will be twirled
around by other partner. 8- regular vertical exchange. 8-flash one spin. 888 Repeat swing down
love to sit flash to back. 8- flash over to R dig R, flash over L dig L, switch feet flash over to R dig R. 8- spin reverse flash cross over and lean R, flash up on toes. 8- turn to back, swing up R, swing up L, cross to back, slice change feet (step back), turn to back look down and up, pose.

**Paint it Black**

8- swing front, two to back, behind head, small loop while down, 1 spin. 8- //, flash to horizontal 8- swing to waist, reverse loop over head, around to propped hand, box around. 8- finger twirls to L with R (hand up), present out, present once more. 8- swing over head neck wrap, horizontal one spin, waist wrap with present. 8-flash to back push through with L, one spin, big loop and taffy pull. 8- reverse arms, wrist roll down. 8- vertical finger twirls with hand flicks, elbow pop, flash out. 8- swan to back, slice out. 8-high kick, shoulder roll. 8- swing to side front then back toss behind back. 8- flash one spin 8- taffy pull, flash, whip, line exchange. 8- swing front, back, to front with fan kick. 8- swing to back, front back, reverse to exchange. 8- REPEAT FROM BEGINNING

**Papi (Beginner)**

8- circle around. 8- pose up, pose down, flash toss pose. 8- push out front and back. 8- big loop, little to the back, neck wrap, pose with baton over head. 8- loop section repeat. 8- horizontal chasse L then R with hand flicks. 8- wash hair, L arm across waist, horizontal push down, horizontal toss. 8- horizontal cradle L, then R, above head, push down. 8- horizontal finger twirls to L (hand on head), middle, right (hand on hip). 8- skater spin, horizontal cradle behind head, shakes. 8- cradle to front, frame face with hand, pull across horizontal. 8- 3 step turn to L, pass around partner, behind head, push out, flash and shake if needed. 8- snap up with L, reverse flash to horizontal, twist up, fake waist. 8- frame face R then L, shake backside. 8- drop and twist. 8- thumb flip R to L, bring over head, pop knee out, exchange and snap. 8- Repeat bolded eights to ending pose
All I Need - Int. Majo

Pose to back, arm in low “V”, left toe popped. Group A- turn to front 1,2, flash 3-4, figure 8’s 5-8. Group B repeat. 8- finger twirl series. 8- turn to back 1,2, front 3-4, hand roll up 5,6 left arm circle 7-8. Head scratcher 1,2, Neck wrap 3,4, reverse figure 8 5,6, grab above head arms tight 7,8. Head scratcher 1,2 rainbow 3,4 dead stick around 5,6 swing back 7,8. Can opener 1,2 figure 8 3, circle 4, head scratcher 5,6 arm wave 7, push left 8. Baton shoulder to shoulder with attitude 1,2 horizontal spin to left 3,4, hor. 5,6 drop catch 7,8. Horizontal box 1,2 toss 3,4 catch 5,6 slice 7,8. Turn to diagonal loop 1,2 kick 3,4 with baton looping under leg, waist wrap 5,6 catch left, hor. Spin 7,8. Hor. Box 1,2 toss 3,4 t- spin 5,6, up 7,8. Loops series, toss under leg catch 6, reverser figure 8 pass up head into “T” 7,8. Left hand up, right knee up, 1, lunge with opposite hands 2, dead stick spin 3,4 toss, 5,6, with arm loop flash into “T” 7-8. Push out with figure 8’s 1,2, cross left over left with figure 8’s 3,4, side to side 5,6, dead stick spin 7,8. Flash 1,2 toss 3,4, with arms coming down catch 5,6, sit spin 7,8. Lindeys 1-8. Flash 1,2, toss turn 3,4, catch 5,6, slice 7-8 into pose, left knee popped, left hand on hip, right arm in “V”. Repeat beginning at the head scratcher, neck wrap, reverse figure 8, grab above head arms tight- baton shoulder to shoulder with attitude, hor. Spin to left then final pose arms goes to left hip (across the body) right toe popped, left arm up

Everybody

8- pose for 4 counts, wave 2 times. 8- Texas spin, 2 spin. 8- finger twirls, elbow pop, reverse flash backhand. 8- 2 spin catch L, reverse flash to back with passé. 8- fujimi roll into layout present. 8- reverse retraction catch backhand behind back, reverse flip. 8- swing section (behind back). 8- reverse toss under fan kick, flash. 8- toss roll, toss cat roll. 8- flash into arabesque, horizontal finger present. 8- horizontal finger crossover, 2 neck traps. 8- 2 neck traps into horizontal flick. 8- loop into liberty, pass over head, around the world. 8- leap and backhand flip. 8- swing to shoulder roll. 8- one spin catch blind, head-scratcher into reverse flip under lunge. 8- flip to back, flash toss allusion. 8- loop to L, loop to cradle face, reverse flip while turning, flash. 8- Repeat from bolded 8’s